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Proceedings of the Musical Association 1875 this volume contains the proceedings of the special session on fixed point theory and applications held during the summer meeting of the

american mathematical society at the university of toronto august 21 26 1982 the theory of contractors and contractor directions is developed and used to obtain the existence theory

under rather weak conditions theorems on the existence of fixed points of nonexpansive mappings and the convergence of the sequence of iterates of nonexpansive and quasi

nonexpansive mappings are given degree of mapping and its generalizations are given in detail a class of eventually condensing mappings is studied and multivalued condensing

mappings with multiple fixed points are also given topological fixed points including the study of the nielsen number of a selfmap on a compact surface extensions of a well known result

of krasnoselskii s compression of a cone theorem are given also fixed points antipodal points and coincidences of multifunctions are discussed several results with applications in the field

of partial differential equations are given application of fixed point theory in the area of approximation theory is also illustrated

Topological Methods in Nonlinear Functional Analysis 1983 there is no branch of mathematics however abstract which may not some day be applied to phenomena of the real world

nikolai ivanovich lobatchevsky this book is an extensively revised and expanded version of the theory of semirings with applicationsin mathematics and theoretical computer science golan

1992 first published by longman when that book went out of print it became clear in light of the significant advances in semiring theory over the past years and its new important

applications in such areas as idempotent analysis and the theory of discrete event dynamical systems that a second edition incorporating minor changes would not be sufficient and that

a major revision of the book was in order therefore though the structure of the first dition was preserved the text was extensively rewritten and substantially expanded in particular

references to many interesting and applications of semiring theory developed in the past few years had to be added unfortunately i find that it is best not to go into these applications in

detail for that would entail long digressions into various domains of pure and applied mathematics which would only detract from the unity of the volume and increase its length

considerably however i have tried to provide an extensive collection of examples to arouse the reader s interest in applications as well as sufficient citations to allow the interested reader

to locate them for the reader s convenience an index to these citations is given at the end of the book

Columbia University Bulletin 1898 reprint of the original first published in 1881

Bulletin 1898 this volume provides a comprehensive introduction to module theory and the related part of ring theory including original results as well as the most recent work it is a useful

and stimulating study for those new to the subject as well as for researchers and serves as a reference volume starting form a basic understanding of linear algebra the theory is

presented and accompanied by complete proofs for a module m the smallest grothendieck category containing it is denoted by o m and module theory is developed in this category

developing the techniques in o m is no more complicated than in full module categories and the higher generality yields significant advantages for example module theory may be

developed for rings without units and also for non associative rings numerous exercises are included in this volume to give further insight into the topics covered and to draw attention to



related results in the literature

Columbia College University Bulletin 1896 this book is a collection of papers on electromagnetic wave mechanics and its applications written by experts in this field it offers the reader a

sampling of exciting research areas in this field the topics include polarimetric imaging radar spectroscopy surface or creeping waves bistatic radar scattering the seebeck affect

mathematical methods include inverse scattering theory singularity expansion method mixed potential integral equation method of moments and diffraction theory applications include

cellular mobile radios cmr radar target identification and personal communication services pcs this book shows how electromagnetic wave theory is currently being utilized and

investigated it involves a modicom of mathematical physics and will be of interest to researchers and graduate students in electrical engineering physics and applied mathematics

Columbia University Bulletin 1890 driver intended this volume to provide insight toward the philology and textual criticism of the old testament he regarded samuel as an excellent field for

training the intermediate hebrew student in the uses of hebrew idiom driver also regarded the books of samuel as filled with transcriptional corruption thus quite appropriate for

introduction to the grounds and principles of textual criticism

THE HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ATTITUDES AND WORKPLACE PERFORMANCE 1866 in this paper the notion of cubic subalgebras of bch algebras are introduced some

characterization of cubic subalgebras of bch algebras are given the homomorphic image and inverse image of cubic subalgebras are studied and investigated some related properties

A Treatise of the Law of Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, Bank-notes and Checks 1892 this bibliography records the initial publication of each original work by c g jung each

translation and significant revisions and expansions of both up to 1975 in nearly every case the compilers have examined the publications in german french and english translations are

recorded in danish dutch english finnish french greek hebrew hungarian italian japanese norwegian portuguese russian serbo croatian slovenian spanish swedish and turkish it is

arranged according to language with german and english first publications being listed chronologically in each language the general bibliography lists the contents of the respective

volumes of the collected works of which this is volume 19 and the gesammelte werke published in switzerland and shows the interrelation of the two editions it also lists jung s seminars

and provides where possible information about the origin of works that were first conceived as lectures an index is provided of all the titles in english and german and all original works in

the other languages three specialist indexes of personal names organizations and societies and periodicals complete the work the publication of the general bibliography together with the

general index volume 20 of the collected works complete the publication of the collected works of c g jung in english
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